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Abstract
Microservice architecture is the mainstream to fuel cloud-native systems with small service sets
developed and deployed independently. The independent nature of this modular architecture also
leads to challenges and gaps practitioners did not face in system monoliths. One of the major
challenges with decentralization and its independent microservices that are managed by separate
teams is that the evolving system architecture easily deviates far from the original plans, and
it becomes difficult to maintain. Literature often refers to this process as system architecture
degradation. Especially in the context of microservices, available tools are limited. This article
challenges the audience on how static analysis could contribute to microservice system development
and management, particularly managing architectural degradation. It elaborates on challenges and
needed changes in the traditional code analysis to better fit these systems. Consequently, it discusses
implications for practitioners once robust static analysis tools become available.
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1 Introduction

Cloud-native systems are designed to take full advantage of the cloud infrastructure. The
12-factor app methodology [46] provides guidance on designing, building and deploying
these systems. For instance, cloud-native systems have, as the foundation, the microservice
architecture, utilize containers, and follow Continuous Integration and Delivery (CD/CI).

The microservice architectural style is a paradigm for developing systems as a suite
of small, self-contained, and autonomous services communicating through a lightweight
protocol. Each microservice has its own codebase with a separate configuration to facilitate
its individual decentralized evolution. This, as a result, enables the separation of duties for
roles like architects, developers, and DevOps. It also aligns well with Conways’s law, stating
that organizations should design systems to mirror their own communication structure.

While functionality gets well divided with microservices, overlaps across individual
microservice’ still exist. Each microservice has a bounded context within the overall system,
and still, since microservices interact, the overlap is inevitable. Implications from these
overlaps are reflected in the microservice codebase. Since the microservice codebase remains
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self-contained, overlaps mean partially restated definitions, typically re-implemented in a
particular framework version. This restatement can relate to data definitions of processed
information, encapsulated knowledge, business logic, or other enforcement related to various
policies (i.e., security, constraints, privacy, etc.). However, this overlap is uncontrolled
throughout the system evolution, and there are fragile mechanisms to assess consistency
errors. Thus, once any of these definitions change in the microservice codebase, there is no
direct indication of the definition being restated elsewhere in other codebases.

In addition to functional decomposition, one would expect microservices to cope with the
separation of concerns. While there are the same means as in any other component-based
development, decentralization leads to the scattering of different concerns, lacking a single
focal point. Such concern separation might be well-managed on a single codebase level, but
it might get lost with the decentralization and the existence of multiple codebases. While
infrastructure like centralized configuration servers and API gateway exists, i.e., to enable
telemetry and tracing, these cannot be misused beyond their original purpose, leading to
anti-patterns.

We typically aim to separate concerns in software systems to provide better readability
and maintainability [29]. We can do a micro-management and design solid concern separation
per each microservice. However, this would only relate to a single microservice, not the whole
system. The question is whether we need to see a certain concern from the entire system
perspective. Suppose we are architects; most likely, the answer is yes. For instance, to focus
on system privacy concerns. To make informed decisions, developers must see dependent (i.e.,
interacting) microservices aligned across selected concerns. We must keep in mind with the
self-contained microservice nature and the decentralized system perspective, each concern
of a certain type is re-defined and encapsulated across microservices. This might be one of
the greatest disappointments when migrating from monolith systems. As an example, the
consequence of security assessment is that each microservice has to be analyzed individually.
Then, the extracted knowledge must be combined ad-hoc, which is tedious, time-consuming,
error-prone, and does not scale with agile development. Unfortunately, with microservice
architecture, we must accept that the system must deal with “scattered concerns” [9].

In this article, we discuss how static analysis could contribute to solving the shortcomings
of microservices-based systems. We emphasize how future tools should adapt to better fit
these systems’ specifics. We base our discussion on case studies and prototype tools we
developed with our research teams.

In the remainder of this paper, we discuss the current approaches to assess cloud-native
systems (Section 2). Next, Section 3 focuses on changes to static analysis tools to better
align with cloud-native. Finally, Section 4 discusses the implications and impact on involved
stakeholders once these tools become robust and available, while Section 5 concludes the
paper.

2 Current Trends

Researchers often resort to applying dynamic system analysis to address various microservice
challenges. The dynamic analysis can undoubtedly uncover service dependency graphs and
bring them a more centric system view.

However, to uncover these artifacts, we need to invest in different efforts. First, the
uncovered artifacts can only be as complete as the underlying systems tests or system
interaction. This means that we could extract a complete graph if we had complete test
coverage [18, 38]. However, complete test coverage is expensive, and it must adapt to system
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evolution. Alternatively, we could use production system traffic, but even then, there is
no guarantee of complete system coverage. Second, we do not want customers to identify,
i.e., cyclic dependency in production, and should target system analysis before it ships to
production. The dynamic analysis will need the system to run to perform interaction to
uncover the previously mentioned artifacts, which is time-consuming. We would need a lot
of computational power if we anticipate analyzing the system for every new code change
(commit) in the codebase. It also takes time to perform the tests (especially with full
coverage).

Dynamic analysis can be performed by system monitoring (i.e., with telemetry https:
//opentelemetry.io) or by centralized log tracing. Traces are produced through logging
augmented with correlation identifiers, and log statements can represent what developers
added to the system or instrumented to important system components (i.e., endpoints). The
great advantage of this approach is its platform agnosticism.

However, one must recognize the necessity of additional extensions to microservices, and
their infrastructure to integrate centralized logging and tracing [8]. For instance, correlation
identifiers must be introduced, log centralization must be in place, and health checks must
be provided for the most advanced reporting. The dynamic analysis led by telemetry can
determine microservice dependencies from call-graphs [19, 43, 31], a heat map of how often
are certain endpoints reached.

Nevertheless, the dynamic analysis has limitations. It cannot access details exclusive
to codebases (such as which component is responsible for a given endpoint business logic,
etc.) [18]. We must also consider the separation of duty relevant to telemetry. Different
roles might have different needs. Developers might want to know if their change did not
break microservice neighbors. However, DevOps manages telemetry or centralized logs with
tracing, not Developers [4]. Such role division introduces indirection in reporting, multi-step
interpretation, and latency between what has been developed and what has been identified.

The metaphor for dynamic and static analysis could be whether to use typed-safe or
interpreted languages with no type-safety. Developers who manage an individual microservice
codebase likely take advantage of quick code change checks. These are based on static
analysis and are often part of integrated development environments, build files, or added to
the CD/CI pipelines. However, the limit of these tools today is that they only relate to a
single codebase. The emerging challenge is that successful new tools will need to operate
across codebases and combine results with seeing the system as a whole rather than as
separate pieces of the greater puzzle [21, 34].

When comparing static and dynamic analysis, we must understand that these instruments
have two different targets. One can inform about the underlying structures and the white-box
view; the other details how the system operates within a black-box view.

Naturally, there are overlaps. Both approaches can identify the system’s endpoints or
its microservices [18]. However, it is also the boundary of where the approach limits stand.
Anything below endpoints is the goodwill of tracing instrumentation to access it in dynamic
analysis [7]. However, there is a toll since code instrumentation to add additional logging has
a performance impact. On the other hand, anything below endpoints is a native perspective
for static analysis. On the contrary, dynamic analysis will reveal how users use the system
and endpoints, which are more popular than others, etc.

We can observe that static analysis is rather in the control of developers, and dynamic
analysis is more relevant to operations (i.e., DevOps engineers). Still, for other stakeholders,
i.e., to perform a security assessment, we might need a combination of both. Ideally, both
perspectives combine symbiotically, giving comprehensive system insights into its dynamics.

Microservices 2020/2022
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Still, none of the static or dynamic analyses could explain how developers organize or how
the system changes over time. To answer such a perspective, Mining Software Repositories
(MSR) can indicate how the system structure changes over time and does the organization
around particular microservices changes. We can collect additional information related to
version control messages, possibly linked to issues in ticketing systems. MSR often time
connects with static analysis.

The primary input for static analysis is the system code (source, bytecode, or binary) [2].
In the most basic way, source code is parsed into an Abstract-Syntax Tree (AST) and then
converted to other forms of graphs. These phrases are then traversed to perform defined
verification or match various anti-patterns [44, 13]. The result of such parsing typically
generates an intermediate representation (IR) or a model of the system in which the extracted
information and structures are reasoned about.

Static analysis does not only consume code or code changes pushed by MSR. The cloud-
native design typically involves build files and container configuration files in the repository,
and these files can be easily analyzed to help determine topology [22, 39, 27] and involved
technology and future static analysis approaches cannot omit these aspects.

3 Conventional Static Analysis versus Microservice Systems

As introduced previously, conventional static analysis performs on a single codebase. It
determines dependencies across various internal structures using an abstraction that makes
reasoning about a given system easier [2]. However, cloud-native systems are decentralized,
possibly with a self-contained codebase per microservice. This difference makes it more
challenging to deliver anticipated results to understand the system’s dependencies or reason
holistically since each codebase could employ a different framework, platform, or library
version. As a result, it is necessary to consider static analysis per each codebase.

Multi-codebase is not the only challenge; individual analysis results do not combine
linearly next to each other. Instead, they need careful interweaving in the scope where they
overlap - across bounded contexts and interaction. By recognizing these connections, new
tools could derive a virtual holistic perspective of the overall system with fine granularity of
inter-microservice dependencies.

A good tactic is necessary to overcome the above challenges in the context of polyglot
systems. Since many platforms can be used, it is unavoidable to employ multiple platform
parsers. The result of all such efforts should be in the form of a unified intermediate
representation. This will also enable intermediate representation interweaving that does not
need to deal with microservice platform heterogeneity.

In our research and prototyping[45, 6]1 and [28]2, we focused on microservice middleware,
and the detection communication patterns between services [35, 42, 41] and on metrics
to detect coupling based on the interaction between microservices [1] detected with static
analysis [33].

Furthermore, we observed that most microservices would be developed using particular
platform frameworks that introduce components [14, 37]. For example, consider Spring,
Java Enterprise, C#, and Django. Even if components would not be employed, a good
programming convention would be established following separating concerns on the codebase
level. With a focus on such practice, we determined that low-level code analysis might

1 https://cloudhubs.ecs.baylor.edu/prophet/
2 MicroDepGraph https://github.com/clowee/MicroDepGraph

https://cloudhubs.ecs.baylor.edu/prophet/
https://github.com/clowee/MicroDepGraph
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Table 1 Static analysis vs. Microservices: Cultural clash.

Conventional static analysis Microservice traits

Code
perspective

Plain ‘low-level’ code expected with
low-level intermediate representation

Enterprise standards and components
are the main constructs

Codebase
Limited to a single codebase;

linear result combination does not work
for microservices given their dependencies

Decentralized with decentralized
codebases per microservice

Heterogeneity Language-specific
(monoglot)

Heterogeneous system parts
(polyglots)

be unnecessary, but still, this is the conventional approach. Instead, one should focus on
components like data entities, repositories, services, and controllers. In addition, the internal
call-graphs across components and involved high-level structures should be detected (i.e.,
remote-procedure calls, REST-call, event registration, etc.). The result would be in the form
of an intermediate representation that forms a component call-graph.

We summarize the gaps for conventional static analysis when placed into a contract with
microservices in Table 1. We propose that microservice-aware static analysis may operate with
polyglot systems built with heterogeneous platforms; it must recognize high-level structures
and components and properly combine results across analyzed codebases.

4 Proposed Methodology for Microservice-aware Static Analysis

The key decision for static analysis is to choose the proper system intermediate representation.
We chose a component call-graph since many platforms use components.

With an emphasis on operating with an intermediate representation that forms a com-
ponent call-graph, we consider the utility of conventional code parsers to determine AST to
detect the system structure. Based on common component types across different frameworks,
it is possible to detect components, their properties, specifics, and connections. However,
this often drags the approach to become platform-specific in its nature.

Nevertheless, working with AST or its converted graphs like control-flow graphs enables
us to determine the anticipated intermediate representation of the component call-graph per
each microservice.

We have initially assessed this approach on Spring and Java Enterprise platforms on two
system benchmarks [47, 10] with success.

In our follow-up work [37]3, we intended to generalize the process across platforms. As a
result, we proposed that the AST be extended to be a superset across multiple languages,
which leads to a Language-Agnostic AST (LAAST). Some rules can be added to convert
constructs across platforms (i.e., defer operator or switch into if/else).

Using LAAST, it is fairly simple to build or customize pattern-matching agents to
detect components or higher-level structures. Thus, a common set can be established for
conventional framework components. Still, the developer can customize these matches
for naming conventions and apply custom callback to populate the component call-graph
intermediate representation with a given component properties.

3 https://github.com/cloudhubs/source-code-parser
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We have tested this follow-up prototype with success on the previous testbeds [47, 10]
and on C++ [20], manually validating precision and recall for component detection above
95% [37].

With the component call-graph intermediate representation of each microservice, we can
consider interweaving them. The bottom-up approach is to join involved data models in given
bounded contexts. The horizontal approach is to predict possible inter-service communication.
This can be accomplished by detecting remote calls to certain endpoints, identifying relative
paths, HTTP types, and parameters, and matching them to endpoint signatures. We
recognize that only dynamic analysis can recognize inter-service communication with perfect
precision. Still, if we solely consider static analysis, this results in the best approximation,
and static analysis is about approximation. However, other interactions based on events and
brokers can also be considered.

To interweave microservices, first, overlaps with data entities should be identified. Using
LAAST matching agents, we can identify entities and reason about their interconnections
to derive a data model per each bounded context. For instance, we can use similarity from
natural-language processing, Wu-Palmer algorithm [23] to determine potential matches in
entities across microservice intermediate representations. Placing identified entities in an
overlay helps us connect intermediate representations together and build a context map.

However, other techniques can be used. The next strategy targets cross-service interaction.
We consider possible remote calls between microservices. Similarly, we operate on LAAST to
identify endpoints, relative paths, HTTP types and parameters, and similarly remote calls
within services, which we match based on HTTP types, relative paths, and parameters. We
can determine additional dependencies across microservices that strengthen the previously
assembled overlay with this route. Performing this across all microservices, we determine the
holistic system component call-graph intermediate representation, which corresponds to the
latest state of the system.

In addition to the above, we can also account for configuration files in the codebase. This
is especially relevant to container descriptors that are part of cloud-native codebases.

We have tested the proposed interweaving on the previously mentioned testbeds [47, 10, 20]
and assessed the results manually, with few associations missing in the resulting context map
and few unidentified connections in the inter-service interaction [6]. The missing connections
were all due to ambiguity caused by choosing from multiple potential URLs at endpoints,
which we did not optimize our prototype for, expecting each endpoint to match a single
URL.
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Figure 1 Example interweaving of two microservices X and Y based on remote calls and similar
data entities.
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Table 2 Microservices-aware static analysis: procedural steps.

Stage Microservice-aware static analysis Realization

Step 1
Recognize components in code

along with high-level constructs
(i.e., remote calls, component interaction)

Use AST or other graphs

Step 2 Establish microservice
intermediate representations Consider component call-graph

Step 3
(optional) Unification across platforms Consider language agnostic AST

Step 4
Connect individual microservice

intermediate representations
(see Figure 1)

• Data entity overlaps
• Inter-service calls (remote calls)
• Use container descriptors

To summarize the methodology process, we highlight important steps in Table 2. We also
illustrate two mentioned interweaving techniques in the context of component call-graphs
from two different microservices. This is captured in Figure 1.

5 Discussion on Implications and Challenges

The primary motivation behind the static analysis is automated reasoning and reports [2],
as well as system architecture reconstruction [45]. With the ability to operate across the
holistic system or multiple microservices, developers (as opposed to DevOps) could gain new
aid to quickly understand the impact of their changes [3]. Or get quick feedback on newly
introduced anti-patterns [13, 44] and lowered quality metrics. Table 3 lists selected challenge
areas.

Considering different concerns, one could be assessing whether the system complies with
various organizational policies. Currently, analysts need to review the codebase to determine
compliance. Having a holistic system intermediate representation might become easier to
assess. Similarly to consistency checking, certain policies could be evaluated.

One related venue for discussion and research is the consistency of business logic. Ana-
lyzing business logic is difficult from code, even though we know that service components
are to be encapsulated and we can track control and data flows. This opens the question of
consistency checking across microservices, which is certainly attractive. However, this also
has to consider that modern frameworks add rules via method interception. For instance,
frameworks like Drools can greatly reduce management efforts for business rules; however,
these again apply to a single codebase. Integrating a configuration server in cloud-native
methodology could open a non-intrusive path for centralizing such rules that are now scattered
across the system. It would simply utilize principles of generative programming to accomplish
this.

Considering the above problem areas (business logic consistency, policies) or other
examples like security and privacy, the root cause of problems and dependencies is the
manifestation of scattered concerns. Static analysis can extract information about selected
concerns from each microservice and put them next to each other to centralize the perspective.
This can be accomplished, for instance, by using the component call-graph as the system
representation and augmenting its perspectives related to given concerns by targeted code
analysis.

Microservices 2020/2022
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Table 3 Selected of challenge areas for static analysis in microservices.

Automated vs. human expert reasoning – anti-patterns, metrics, reports, etc.
Scattered concerns – compliance and consistency in policies, business logic, privacy,
security, etc.
Formal methods/verification – using information reconstructed from the code.
Software Architecture Reconstruction – how to perform, which sources to include.
Holistic perspective – how to derive it, which perspectives to consider.
Human-centered perspective – what system information to display in given
perspectives to support expert reasoning about the system.
System aspect visualization – augmented/virtual reality, 3D models, etc.
System evolution assessment – many self-contained moving parts must be considered.
Evolution modeling – conversion of intermediate representations system models
with instruments designed to speculate on evolution.

Another important avenue for research is the derivation of the system’s architectural
perspectives that would centralize concerns that are now scattered in decentralized codebases
of microservices. For instance, architects might have the motivation to analyze the system’s
context map or canonical data model, or analysts need to have a single focal point for
security assessment and understand all business constraints applied in the system. All these
perspectives are necessary to make informed decisions reflecting the current system state,
which is currently very difficult to obtain from cloud-native systems.

Results from the static analysis can be accompanied by models for formal verification to
aid with trade-off analysis, system evolution planning, or behavior prediction to guarantee
correctness. For instance, static analysis can extract a system’s intermediate representation
and convert it to an architectural description language [30] to help human experts speculatively
extend the system via abstract models. Abstractions could also involve choreographic
programming to ensure correct concurrency [15, 16]

Despite the above details related to reasoning, the human-centered view should exist
and consider visual representation to properly articulate and interpret various concerns, but
human experts [3]. In such views, experts could determine anticipated consistency and sketch
the system’s architectural perspective. Much work has been done in this context, recognizing
that architecture can be described through various views [32]. The process is known as
Software Architecture Reconstruction (SAR) [36]. As demonstrated in previous works, it can
be accomplished through static analysis [45]. Still, researchers address this for microservices
through tedious manual code review, possibly outdated documentation assessment [36], or
dynamic analysis, which provides only a subset of information, structure, and detail to what
is necessary. Software architecture reconstruction fits well with the static analysis process we
experimented with.

The typical output of software architecture reconstruction is a system model for answering
questions or just reasoning. Reasoning can be automated, such as consistency violation
detection or anti-pattern detection [13, 44]. Alternatively, we can also combine these to
visually represent certain systems’ architectural viewpoints [26].

With regard to system evolution, if we track service interconnection that disappears with
an update, something might be wrong with the update, and the developer might be notified
about such change impact. This could greatly improve conformance/consistency checking
across microservice evolution, which is currently very fragile due to horizontal separation of
duty where distinct development teams manage different microservice codebases. However,
specific strategies to do so remain to be addressed.
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Figure 2 Our AR prototype for SAR and communication simulation.

In the context of challenges for microservices, a broad study by Borgner et al. [5] identified
a large set of additional problems that practitioners face with microservices. There is a
promising potential for microservice-aware static analysis to address these problems. In
the study, the most frequently mentioned issues were missing system-centric perspectives,
inter-service dependencies, coordination between decentralized teams, and challenges with
outdated documentation. They also mention challenges related to microservice integration,
API-breaking changes, etc. We strongly believe all these challenges could be leveraged by
introducing robust static analysis tools for cloud-native systems.

6 Experimental Evaluation

We have implemented our methodology in various prototype tools and assessed benefits,
limitations, and implications from the Microservice-aware static analysis in cloud-native
systems with broader detail.

For instance, we have approached software architecture reconstruction in microservice
systems [6, 45] and managed to derive four architectural viewpoints that present the decent-
ralized system as if it was a virtual monolith. This has the potential to realign current static
analysis tools to operate on the holistic system.
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Figure 4 Our interactive three-dimensional service dependency graph visualization.

In addition, we used our model for automated reasoning to detect access policy consistency
errors [17] across endpoints. For instance, we might consider access rights from a single
microservice context, but when they interplay, they might consider different access rights
leading to inconsistencies and possibly vulnerability.

Furthermore, we used our component call-graph intermediate representation along with
the architectural viewpoints to detect eleven microservice-specific bad smells [44].

Moreover, the component call-graph intermediate representation has proven well-suited as
a model for semantic clone detection across system endpoints [40], which is important when
different teams reinvent the same functionality, not knowing about co-existing endpoints.

The granularity of components is suitable for developers in development frameworks. It
fits well with the granularity of graph nodes, which makes the visual connection between
models and code easy to comprehend.

In addition, we have also researched visualization of systems architecture based on
microservices [6]. We have considered that established visualization techniques are too
“static” when it comes to developer needs. Thus, we focused on interactivity. Furthermore,
we proposed that conventional techniques visualize and model system architecture needs
to be reconsidered given the space constraints needed by microservices [11]. Large or even
medium-size microservices systems rendered in conventional visualizations require too much
space to display relevant information. Thus, in addition to interactivity, we considered
three-dimensional spatial visualization.

We share our proof of concepts called Microvision [12, 11] in Figure 2 highlighting one of
the systems testbeds. In a large user study involving experts and novices [3], we identified
that the benefits of three-dimensional spatial visualization come from mid-size systems and
enable novices to identify architectural properties and anomalies as quickly as experts.

However, we also started investigating more web-friendly models that can render in
two and three dimensions [24]. In the context of anti-pattern or smell detection, we also
considered their visualization in these models [25]. Figures 3 and 4 illustrate our new visual
models for two and three-dimensional service dependency graphs, and Figure 5 previews a
cyclic dependency anti-pattern highlight in the service dependency graph [26].
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Figure 5 Highlighting detected anti-patterns in the visualization.

In summary, microservice-aware static analysis has great potential to address current
gaps and challenges with microservices. This article does not anticipate that static analysis
is superior to dynamic analysis. It is meant for different goals and challenges; clearly, a broad
research opportunity exists for combined analysis.

7 Conclusion

This article discusses static analysis in the context of microservices and cloud-native design.
While static analysis is recognized for many benefits, it has not been widely adopted and
used for challenges faced in cloud-native system development. We have listed major obstacles
preventing static analysis from operating on the holistic system. We point to our experiments
that attempted to interweave intermediate representations of microservices to enable such
operation. We believe the scientific and industrial community should put more effort into
developing robust tools to help developers better face system evolution and maintenance tasks.
In future work, we plan to continue our research in this direction of combining decentralized
systems. We will also continue to develop prototypes across languages, demonstrating the
ability to assess heterogeneous systems to provide a single focal point when assessing certain
information and concerns.
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